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Discussions 

• Feeding Human Sensors to Killer Apps 

• Making Sense out of Sensors  

• Adding Scale to Complexity 

A view on Human Sensors 
• according to UN Habitat, attempts to improve public services are 

“hampered by the lack of reliable information at the local level, resulting in 
statistics which mask the true picture on the ground.” 

 

• Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) is the 
harnessing of tools to create, assemble, and 
disseminate geographic data provided voluntarily by 
individuals (Goodchild, 2007). 

 

• A Human Sensor is a citizen with a means and ability 
to (actively or passively) communicate personal 
observations. 

A Human Sensor Web 

• is a composition of: 

– a community of individuals who report 
observations by making use of mobile 
communication techniques 

– a set of (web) services to disseminate 
observations made by the community 

– a set of (web) services to provide feedback to 
individuals, user groups or the public. 

Citizen Observatory example 

 

E-Grievance system example 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u35gcQWMxSM
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Sensing the audience 

Governing risk and vulnerability for water, 
energy and climate change 

 

• What new indicators can be derived from 
‘human sensors’? 

• How would they change decision making? 

Feeding Human Sensors  
to Killer Apps 

 

 
Jeroen Verplanke 

IGS – Sense conference 

October 20th, 2011 

 

Points 

• HSW: a story 

 

• Where are the Political killer apps? 

 

• Discussion 

Georgiadou and Verplanke 2011 

Monitoring Water Supply 

Georgiadou and Verplanke 2011 

HSW Implementation 

Georgiadou and Verplanke 2011 
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Georgiadou and Verplanke 2011 

HSW Implementation 

 

To what extent and how can citizens in Tanzania 
directly exact accountability from public 
service providers with the human sensor web 
(HSW)? 

 

Sensors, Empowerment and Accountability (SEMA) 

 

Question for our research A view on Killer Apps 

• A 'killer app' is a new application that is so 
powerful it transforms industries, redefines 
markets and annihilates the competition that 
cannot adapt. (Downes & Mui, 1998) 

• A Killer App is Disruptive 

Georgiadou and Verplanke 2011 

Commercial Social interaction Knowledge production Political  Apps 
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Discussion point 

• To what extent can ICT aided citizens (in Sub-Saharan 
Africa) expect to disrupt politics in terms of 
transparency and/or accountability? 

 

• What do Apps have to offer politics? 

– If citizens want books, Amazon.com sells them books 

– If citizens want influence, Politicians give them power (?!) 

 

– Commerce benefits from App use; more use is more revenue 

– Politics ‘loses’ from App use; more use is less control 

Georgiadou and Verplanke 2011 
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Making Sense out of Sensors 
Empirical Views on Human Sensor Web 

a. Unforeseen stakeholders & unplanned 
consequences  

b. Data quality as a product 

c. Monitoring needs 

• Citizens’ agency 

• Trust 

Key points 

Gianluca Miscione on HSW 20 

Data sources for a ‘sensing’ (measurement) part 
of a bottom-up social indicator? 

 

– Documents 

– My stay in 2009 

– 2 MSc theses co-supervised 

– Project mailing lists and internal communication 

 

 

Cloud and Crowd - Empirical Views 

Gianluca Miscione on HSW 21 

Designed sequence of HSW use steps: 

1.Individual reports problem  

2.System logs the report  

3.System responds to individual about message reception  

4.System assesses validity of report  

5.Valid report is visualized on HSW website 

6.System broadcasts (sms) a warning about service problem to 
subscribers and the service provider 

 

How is it in practice? 

Unforeseen stakeholders & unplanned 
consequences 

Gianluca Miscione on HSW 22 

Mismatch matrix 

Basis for action  Expected outcomes  

Public sector  Formal legitimation and duty of 

service delivery  

Gaining/keeping consensus  

Human sensor 

web designers  

Local and immediate people’s need 

(lack of water here and now)  

Policy changes (water 

management)  

People and HSW 

users  

Complex interrelated problems 

(work, family relations, rights...)  

Local and immediate 

Gianluca Miscione on HSW 23 

Housewives and children collect water, but most of the 
cell phone users are men 

  communication gap: 

– delay,  

– remembering geocode and number 

– non-communication 

Empirical details 

Gianluca Miscione on HSW 24 
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Shehia is a central community organization form 
in Zanzibar 

 

It affects heavily members’ behaviors 

 

Sheha can be a gatekeeper for people using the 
system (especially in rural areas because urban 

people already forgot us) 

Sheha 

Gianluca Miscione on HSW 25 

Water authority set a fixed fare for all to pay (you get water or 
not) 

 

 Often not paid because of poor service  resentment 
and low trust (also people don’t want to disclose their numbers 
to water authority) 

 

 

The cost of a sms is the same of a bargaining 
issue for a taxi ride… 

 

Costs and fares 

Gianluca Miscione on HSW 26 

Monitoring as mix of assumptions (taps work) 
and observations (by professionals or citizens) 

 

In an open system, how data quality is produced 
helps in: 

 
• Using errors (to rate reliability for example) 

 

• Adjust decisions and strategies 

 

Data quality as a product 

Gianluca Miscione on HSW 27 

As an organic process involving citizens/users, geoIT 
and service providers  

 

Keep in mind that HSW monitors needs, not 
physical status (for which water meters are 
better) 

Validation of what? 

Gianluca Miscione on HSW 28 

“Participatory sensing” and its consequences 
• Empirical difference 

• Relevance 

 

Monitoring needs 

   Humans inactive 
on  report  

Humans actives on report 
(human sensors)  

Humans inactive 
on water usages  

Water availability  Disaster management (for 
example in case of floods)  

Humans active 
on water usages  

Water consumption  
(water meter)  

Water needs (actual stage)  
  

Gianluca Miscione on HSW 29 

Information is to "make arguments”? With…? 
3 ways to complain about water: 
•write to WA,  
•go to WA directly,  
•complain to the Sheha 
 

Accountability to whom? 
– Their social circles (family, sheha..) 
– Society as a whole 
– Abstract principles 
– System requirements 
– Self-interest 

 

Citizens’ agency 

Gianluca Miscione on HSW 30 
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Via IT 
How does HSW intersect trustworthy relations? How to 
manage it? 
-Selfregulation 
-Formal organizations 
-Automatic ranking 

 
In IT 
Does (mis)trust in orgs (WA, mobie carrier…) 
translate to the HSW? 

Trust 

Gianluca Miscione on HSW 31 

• What the actual status of indicators’ use in the 
public sector? Issues of data quality? 

• What key stakeholders? 
– Role of Water / health authorities 

– Actual policies in place as they’re perceived by 
actors 

• Details on public sector in recent Tanzania 
history and its relevance on service provision 
(and people’s expectations) 

 

Water and health managements 

Gianluca Miscione on HSW 32 
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Adding Scale to Complexity 

Dynamics of Multi-Level Complex Systems  

• Objective of this Initiative is to “make steps towards a general 
theory on complex systems through contributions in the 
area of dynamics of multi-level systems.” 

• Target outcomes:  

– “New mathematical and computational formalisms on dynamics 
of multi-level systems developed and validated on real-world 
applications involving large and heterogeneous data sets. This 
could involve, for example, addressing emergence of and 
interactions between scales, combining the concepts of 
‘programmability’ and ‘self-organisation’, or addressing ‘out of 
equilibrium’ considerations.” 

– World-class international research cooperation, global alliances in 
this research area, and links with similar actions outside Europe, 
in particular with participants from USA, Japan and China. 

Dr. Otto Huisman, Department of Geo-Information Processing. 

Dynamics of Multi-Level Complex Systems  

For the validation, “appropriate organizational structures should 
be chosen, e.g. large socio-technological systems, complex 
biological organisms or large organizations.” 
 

Target outcomes: 
• Progress towards a general theory on complex systems 

• New ICT-based methods and principles for the management of 
large scale systems, including ICT systems themselves. 

• Better understanding of structural patterns (e.g. resilience, 
sensitivity to failure) of complex systems in socio-economic and 
technological areas. 

• New EU and global collaborations between researchers in the 
disciplines involved in CSS. 

Dr. Otto Huisman, Department of Geo-Information Processing. 

Scale and complexity in social systems 

• Systems, especially dynamic human systems, operate on 
multiple scales: from local (micro) to global (macro). At 
each of these scales, different kinds of processes can be 
observed.  

• Emergence refers to the properties that emerge from the 
interconnectedness and relationships between parts of a 
system which do not exist as a property of the parts 
themselves. As a simple example, traffic jams ‘emerge’ as 
a result of people, roads, and the location and timing of 
activities.  

• Complexity refers to specific qualities of a system – the 
connections between the component parts. These might 
refer to flows of information, money, or physical 
movement. These flows, just like the systems, might have 
a hierarchical component, which introduces additional 
levels of complexity. Human systems are both complex 
and dynamic. 

Dr. Otto Huisman, Department of Geo-Information Processing. 
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…some [sample] focal questions: 

Q1: How are certain (emergent) characteristics of activity systems, such as 
movement or transportation, influenced by technology – e.g. VGI or human 
sensor data? 

 

Q2: What are the scale linkages involved in these dynamics?  

 

Q3: How can these complex systems be represented and their interactions 
modelled (e.g. using GIScience tools)? 

 

Dr. Otto Huisman, Department of Geo-Information Processing. 


